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Team Training & Mini-teams

How to develop common understanding when mini-teams used

Common criteria for evaluation of PA’s
  Consistent OE filtering
  What constitutes acceptable entries

Team building & trust

  Extra day of ATT?
Data

Access to data on-line

Problem - try project CD-ROM

Network configuration w/ documentation

IT support for team

Plan for backup method (if data lost)
Generics

GP leveling (common ground)
No clear (early) definition of how to be handled

GP recommended distribution:

| GP 2.5 | OT | 2.1, 2.10 | OPF/OPD |
| GP 2.6 | CM | 3.1, 3.2  |
| GP 2.8 | MA |
| GP 2.9 | PPQA |

GP 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 2.8, 3.1 stay w/ PA
Tool Issues

Make sure tool is designed for SCAMPI
License or seats for all team members
Tool helped capture /manage data
Networking necessary for team
Training & tailoring before on-site use
Focused tool training